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Let .X 1 , 222 .... be a sequence of random variables whose finite dimensional 
distributions depend on a random variable O. Suppose a decision is to be made 
for 0 based on a sequence of n observations of the {X~} process. In particular, 
suppose the process is a finite state Markov chain for each value of O while O 
may assume only a finite number  of values, each with positive probability. 
Upper and lower bounds are derived on the error probability of both Bayes 
and maximum likelihood decision schemes and on the equivocation about O 
after n observations. These bounds go to zero exponentially with n when the 
process has distinct ultimate behavior. The asymptotic rate at which they go 
to zero cannot be improved upon. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let -¥1, X2, "'" be a sequence of random variables. Suppose their finite 
dimensional distribution functions depend on a parameter O, which is itself 
a random variable. In this paper it is assumed that O may take on one of M 
values, say 1, 2,.., M, each with positive probability ~rj, 1 ~ j  ~ M, while 
the {X~} process is a finite state Markov chain for each value of O. 
Let PJ(~:n) denote the conditional probability of ~:~ = (X1, Xe ,..., X~) 
given that (9 = j. Define H(O/~) to be --~,M__ 1P(j/~) log P(j/sCn), the average 
uncertainty about 0 given the sample s% • The equivocation about O is then 
E[H(O/~,~)], where E denotes the expectation ofthe random variable H(O/~n). 
Chu and Chueh (1966)derive various inequalities between error probabilities 
of decision schemes for O and information measures. Renyi (1965, 1966, 1967) 
has discussed this relationship when the X~ are independent observations. In
particular he showed that the error probability of a Bayes decision scheme 
and the equivocation about 0 will go to zero exponentially. When the X~ may 
assume only two values, he determined the maximum rate at which this 
exponential convergence may occur. Hellman and Raviv (1970) give further 
results and refinements under the independence assumption. These results 
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on exponential convergence were generalized by Korsh (1970) to the case 
of dependent observations, the dependence being of Markov chain type. In 
this paper these questions are explored further under a finite-state Markov 
chain dependence. 
Let P~- and Pn denote the transition probability matrices of the {X~} 
process when O ~ j and O ~ h, respectively. Let qj and qt~ denote their 
respective vectors of initial-state probabilities. The process under O = j and 
under O ~ h consists, in general, of a number of transient states and a 
number of closed subchains. We say the process has distinct ultimate behavior 
if P~ and Ph do not coincide on any closed subchain which may be reached with 
a positive probability under q~ and q~ for all j, h, 1 ~< j, h ~ M, j =/= h. If a 
process does not have d.u.b, then it may eventually reach one of the closed 
subchains which are indistinguishable and clearly in this case the Bayes error 
for O must be bounded away from zero. Thus d.u.b, is a necessary condition 
for the decision error to approach zero with increasing observations. We study 
the Bayes and maximum likelihood errors and equivocation about O and show 
that they go to zero exponentially with n for processes with such behavior. 
In particular, upper and lower bounds are determined which go to zero 
exponentially and in a sense are the best possible. These results significantly 
extend and generalize those of Hellman and Raviv (1970), and Renyi (1965, 
1966, 1967). 
In the following we first upper bound the maximum likelihood error and 
then lower bound the Bayes error. Examples are then presented to indicate 
the behavior of these bounds for a two-state Markov chain. Finally their 
behavior is examined in the general finite-state case yielding the conclusions 
of exponential convergence with the tightest rate for the error probabilities 
and equivocation. 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ERROR 
Under the maximum likelihood decision scheme we decide O ~ k if 
Pn(~) > Pj(~,) for all j ¢ k. Let P, denote the error probability of this 
scheme. Then, 
M 
= Z  hP(error/O ---- h)  
h=l  
M 
l 1 for somej h/O ---- hl 
h=l  1 
~< ~,~ 2 P \ Ph(~,) ] >/ I /0 =h for 0 <s< 1. (11 
h=l  5~/:h 
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By Markov's inequality, 
n~ <~ ~Trh ~ Eht\ph(~n)] l <~maxEh 
Here, 
(2) 
- -  ~-sX  ~X Z q' (2 )  q,  (2 )  Z Py~(X;X~) e ; (x ;x  0 "'" 
X1 X a 
Z P~-s(X,/Xn-1) P'~(X'/Xn-2) = bib(s) A~;l(s) v, (3) 
where v is a column matrix all of whose entries are ones, b~. h is the row 
matrix whose ith component is 2-~ - q~ Q) qa~(i), A~h is the matrix whose (i, k)th 
entry is P~-~(k/i) Phs(k/i) where (i, k) range over the possible values of the 
Xn, s, qj(i) represents the probability that the initial state of the Markov 
chain process is i when O = ], and P~(k/i) represents the probability that the 
chain makes a transition to state k given it is in state i when O ~-j. Hence 
from (2) and (3) we conclude 
P~ < max b,~(~) A~2(~)v. (4) 
i ¢h  
BAYES ERROR 
Under the Bayes decision scheme we decide O ----- h if %Ph(~,,) > %'P~(se,) 
for all j ~= h. Let P** denote the error probability of this scheme. Then, 
M 
P~* ~- ~" %P l 
h=l  
~7jPj'(~n) 
1 for somej  @ h/O = hi .,,e~(f.) 
~TrhP I ~'j~P~(~:~) 1/0 = h I ifjh vah for all h 
= ~ ~,~p~ > 1 
h=l ~hPn(sen) 
~,~P,~( 6,) ~P;(~.) 
) 




Before continuing with the bounding of Pc* we introduce some notation in 
conformity with Shannon, GaUagher, and Berlekamp (1967). Define 
Let 
pl-s ~n 
= In b,n(s)A~/'I(s)v for 0 < s < 1 and j ~ h. 
/*jl,(0, n) = ,-,o+lim/*~n(s. ) and /*,h(1, n) = lira/.~(s, n). 
It then follows directly from the first part of Theorem 5 of Shannon, Gallagher. 
and Berlekamp (1967) that 
> (~rh/4) exp [t~(s, n) - -  sl*}~(s, n) --  s(2t~'~(s, n)) ~/~] 
or  
7rjP~{TrhP~(~n)firjPj(~n) >~ 1} 
> (%./4) expE~(s, n) + (1 -- s)/~-~,(s, n) -- (1 -- s)(2/~'h(s, n)) 1/2] 
for 0<s<l .  
Here a prime denotes differentiation with respect o s. Consequently, 
C exp [/~h(s, n) --  G~(s, n)] ~ Pe* for 0 ~ s ~ 1 (6) 
where 
C = 1/4 min(% ,..., rru) and Gin(s, n) 
= max(stL~h(S , n) + S(2/%"h(S, n)) 1/2, 
--(1 -- s)/,;n(s, n) + (1 -- s)(2/~'n(s, n))l/=). 
By the corollary on page 84 of Shannon, Gallagher, and Berlekamp (1967), we 
have 
C exp i, an(s,~*, n) --  &n(s,~*, n) <~ P~* (7) 
where sn* is the unique s that minimizes tzjh(s, n) and 
g~h(sn*, n) = max(sn*, 1 -- s *w2.." ts * n x~1/2 n )k  la ' jhk  n , I t  " 
I ,~ Ip i g¢ Note that gj~(s.*, n) ~ VZl~j~t.s~ . n))l/~', 
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UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS 
It is well known that the Bayes decision scheme minimizes the error 
probability so that P~* ~ Pe. Thus from (4), (6), and (7) we conclude that 
C exp [/z~(s, n) -- Gjh(s, n)] ~ Pe* ~ Pe ~ max ~ exp/zj~(s, n) (8) 
j:/- h ~*'~h 
and 
Cexp [t%(s~*, n) --gjh(s,~*, n)] ~P ,*  ~<Pe ~ max ~ exp/z~-n(s~*, n). (9) 
j ~ h j"~h 
Let ~(s) be the value of the dominant root of the nonnegative matrix 
_/ljh(s), and let A~h(so) = mino<~< 1 Ajh(s). In what follows we will show that 
~[ln a(~o) + m(ln ~/~) + (ln A~/ ,~)  - -  (Q/~/~)] ~< ~,,~(So, n) --  a~(So, ~) 
and 
ml~(So, n) ~< n[ln A(So) ~- m(ln n/n) + (In A2/n)] 
so that the behavior of Pe* and P~ is governed by 
A(s0) = max rain A~h(s). 
j ,h j~h  0~<s~<l 
Examples. First we consider some simple examples to indicate the general 
results. In each, M = 2, ql ----- q2 = 1/2, the X.  may assume two values, and 
the process has distinct ultimate behavior. 
2/3  o , o ). 
The eigenvalues of A(s) are 
1 1 
and 
1 1 (3~s] 1/2 
~2(s) = ~-(~ + ~,~,, . 
Note that AI(O ) < 1, A,(]) = 1, A(s) ~= Al(s), and 
1 
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which is greater than 0 for all 0 < s < 1. Thus X(s) assumes a minimum 
value less than 1 at s = s,, = 0. 
We can expand k-l(s) in terms of h,(s) and h,(s) as X:-‘(s) K,(S) + 
h,“-‘(s) K,(s) where 
Kl(s) = 44 - h2W 
X,(s) - h,(s) ’ Kz(s) = 
w 1 - 4s) 1 0 
Us) - h,(s) ’ 
and I = o 1 . ( 1 
Thus ~(s, n) = In bA+l(s)v = In{)\:-l(s) bK,(s)v + X:-l(s) 6K,(s)v). Direct 
differentiation of ~(s, n) yields, 
L 
(n - 1) /\;-2(s) Al’(S) ml(s) v + (?z - 1) hi-2(s) h,‘(s) bK,(s)v 
I-+, a) = + $-l(s) 6Kl’(S) v + h;-‘(s) bK,‘(s)v 1 /y(s) m,(s) 0+ q-l(s) bK,(s)v 
and 
pys, rz) = @;-l(s) bK,(s) v + x:-l(s) bK,(s)v)-l 
x {(n - l)(n - 2)[h:-3(s)(h,‘(s))s M,(s) v + X;-3(S)(h,‘(S)y bK,(s)o] 
i- (n - l)[A;l-“(s) h,‘(s) m,‘(s) v + q-2/y(s) bK,‘(s)v] 
+ (a - l)[fyy2(s) x;(s) b*,(s) v + y(S) h,‘(s) bK,(s)v] 
+ (a - l>[y(s) Al(s) M;(s) v + y(s) X,‘(s) bI$ys)v] 
$ y(s) bK;‘(s) v + hi-l(s) bIqs)v} - (p’(s, n))“. 
Dividing numerator and denominator of ,LL’ and p” by h,““(s) we see that, 
~‘(s, 12) --f (n - l)[X,‘(s)/h,(s)] + (bK,‘(s)v/bK,(s)~) and ~“(s, n) --f n con- 
stant + constant because the n2 terms in CL” cancel. Since 
bK,(s)o 
p(s, n) = ln b&(s) VT1 (1 + rt-” 6Kl(s)v )? 
where ‘yO = ~2(s,,)//\l(s,,) is less than one, the behavior of ,U(Q , n) is determined 
by )c,(s,) = )c(s,,). Also $(s, , n) will be positive for n sufficiently large since 
h’(s,) is positive and increases with n while (2$‘(s, n))rj2 increases with n112. 
Hence GYh(s, n) will be sO$(so, PZ) + s,,(~$‘(s,, , n))lj2 or 0 for n sufficiently 
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large. Thus, there exist constants A1, .4 3 > 0 such that A1A~(So) ~< P~* 
P~ ~< A3h~(So) for all n with A(So) = hi(So). 
2. P,  = (2/13 1/3~ P3 = (1/2 
01  ~1 
.4(s)  = 5 . 
1 
The eigenvalues of A(s) are 
and 
0]  
1 l 9 s 1 (3]8] 1/3 
1 1 9 s 1 
Note that AI(0 ) --  AI(1 ) = 1 and ~I(S) is convex U. It assumes a minimum 
value at s 0 where 0 < s 0 < 1 and Al'(So) = 0. It may be directly verified by 
differentiation as in the previous example that i~'(So, n) converges to 
bKl'(So)v/bKl(so)V and IZ(So, n) increases with n. Here Kx(So) is defined as in 
the last example. Also k~(So, n) again converges to in A~-l(s0) bKl(s)v. We may 
conclude from (6) that there exist constants A 1 , A 2 > 0 such that 
A 1 exp n In A(So)[1 -1- In bKl(so)v/ln a(So) --  C1/n 1/2] 
~< P** ~< P~ ~ A 3 exp n In A(So) 
for all n where A(So) = Al(So). 
1 0 (1/2 1/2~ 
3. P1 = (1/3 2/3) P2 = H/4 3/41 
A(s) 
2 ] 
The eigenvalues of A(s) are 
a l ( , )  = ana  a~(s) = 
Let a(s) = ½(~)q The dominant eigenvalue 
a(s) = t Al(s) for s <~s o =½ 
IA2(s ) for s >So- -  
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Here s o is the value of s which minimizes A(s). Notice that here A(s) does not 
have a derivative at s o as in the first and second examples although it is con- 
tinuous at s o . Also A(s0) = 1 / ~/2. It may be verified directly that 
Al"(s) 0 ~ where x(s) - -  A~(s) 3 (4] * 
\ 
A~(s) = ~_~ 1~(s) = 2 \91 " ] a(s) A~-a(s) Z xZC(s) azn(s) 
/c=0 
Note that a(So) : 1. Thus, 
2 s 2 s ~z-1 
1 a?(s) + a2~(s) + ~ 5 /~(s, n + 1) = In ~ ~ xk(s) , 
/c=O 
'/ iz'(s,n -}- 1) = ~ exp ix(s, n -t- 1) 
2 2 
× [x'(s) n(n-  1) 9 3 2 + (n - -1 )  ( lgg + lg~)~I  x~(s)]l 
7c=0 ~" 
Upon evaluation it will be found that/~'(0, n + t) is negative while/~'(1, n + 1) 
is positive. Since td(s, n + 1) is a continuous function of n it must be zero 
for some s, say sn+ 1 , and this value of s must minimize/~(s, n + 1). Note that 
for n sufficiently large s~+ 1must be arbitrarily close to s o . 
EXPONENTIAL BOUNDS 
Our goal is to prove the following general result. 
THEOREM l. For a process with distinct ultimate behavior there exist 
constants A1 ,  A z > O, C 1 >/0  for which 
exp n[ln ~(So) + m(ln n/n) + in &In  - -  C1/nl/~] 
P~* ~ P~ ~ exp n[ln A(So) + m(In n/n) -+- In A2/n ] = A.~n~A~(s). 
for all n where A(So) = max~,h/~-+n mino<~<l Ajn(So) = Ajo%(so) and m is one less 
then the multiplicity of the dominant root of AJo%(So) in the minimal polynomial 
of Ajo%(so). I t  is always the case that m is between 0 and r - -  1 when the finite- 
state Markov chain has r states. Here AJoho is the reduced matrix discussed below. 
It is possible for processes with just two states to extend the straightforward 
analysis of the examples to all possible eases of A(s). This could probably be 
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done as well for three- and four-state chains. However, this would be quite 
messy and cannot be extended to more than four states since we cannot hen 
put down formulas for the eigenvalues of A(s). For these reasons it is necessary 
to use some general properties of nonnegative matrices. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, consider the 
Z P,(g~-~) P,?(g.) = Z q~-s(x~) q; (&)  ' Y p,~-s(x./x._,) P; (x./x._l) 
(n X1 Xn 
= b,h(s) 37,71(s)~. 
Suppose the {X~} process has distinct ultimate behavior and that some closed 
subchain exists on which P~ and Pu coincide. Then any state i from which 
this subchain may be reached must have zero initial probability assigned to it 
under qj or qh so that 1-s. ~. qj (z)ql  (~) = 0. Hence any state of the closed subchain 
itself or any state that can lead to it does not contribute to the above sum. 
Consequently we may omit all these states from consideration and deal only 
with the reduced Markov chain for the summation. 
In general, any state k for which q~-~(k) qtfl(h) = 0 and which is unreachable 
with respect to A(s) [i.e., for which (A(s))iT~ = 0 for all n] also does not 
contribute to the above summation and can be eliminated. We assume from 
now on that these eliminations have been made so that any A~ matrix has 
been purged of these states. Thus, the corresponding P~- and P~, do not have 
any closed subchains on which they coincide and any state of this reduced A~ 
which cannot be entered initially is reachable. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We suppress the subscriptsj and h ofAj~, b~h, etc. in 
what follows for convenience so that the A, b, etc. with which we deal 
correspond to any pair with j  =/= h. Note that any such A(s) is a finite matrix 
whose elements are analytic nonnegative functions of s, 0 ~ s ~< 1. 





0 0 ... 0 -~ 




, .  B~.~(~) ... B~_~( , )A~(~)  
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where the d,(s) are irreducible square nonnegative matrices and at least one 
Bij v ~ 0 for every t < i ~ T. Consider A,(s) for 1 ~ i ~ t. Its row sums are 
of the form ~ P~-~(k/i) Pn~(k/i). If  the {Xn} process has d.u.b, then the di 
represent subsets of closed subchains of the underlying Pj and P~ on which 
P~ and PI~ do not coincide. Thus at least one of the row sums must be less than 
one by H61der's inequality. By Remark 2 on page 63 of Gantmacher (1959, 
Vol. I I) its largest eigenvalue can equal the maximum of its row sums (which 
is ~1)  only if its row sums are all equal. So its largest eigenvalue must be less 
than one for all s, 0 < s < 1. Similarly for the Ai(s), t < i ~ T, because 
each row has a nonzero Bi~ causing at least one row of these Ai to again be 
less than one. Finally, since the eigenvalues of d(s) are those of the Ai's , 
t ~ i ~ T, it follows that the dominant eigenvalue of A(s) is also less than 
one for 0 < s < 1. Denoting its value by ;t(s) we may conclude that 
min0<~< 1 h(s) < 1 and is a continuous function of s for 0 ~< s <~ 1. In the 
following we also assume that h(s0) is not zero since )t(So) = 0 is a trivial case. 
Let Al(@ 12(s),..., A~(s), A~+l(s ) ..... A~(s) denote the distinct eigenvalues of 
A(s) with ink(s) being the multiplicity of A~(s) in the minimal polynomial of 
A(s). Here ;tl(s ) denotes the dominant root and hence is real and he ,..., A~ are 
the roots with the same absolute value as A 1 while Z~ for p < k <~/? are less 
than A 1 in absolute value. We may write An(s) as (see Gantmacher, 1959, v, 
Section 3; Kato, 1966, I, Section 6), 
B 
A"( , )  = P,.(s) + +...  
k=l  
+ (m~ -- 1) X~-('~-~)(s) D~-~(s)] (10) 
where the A~(s), P~(s), and D~(s) (which are square nonzero matrices) are 
analytic functions of s for 0 ~ s ~ 1 except for at most a finite number of 
exceptional points; however, they are continuous everywhere. Note that 
b(s) A(s~-l)v, also analytic except possibly at the exceptional points, is 
continuous everywhere, and in fact is decreasing. To see this look at 
b(s) A'~-l(s)v- b(s) A~(s)v which is b(s)A~-l(s)(I- A(s))v. Now b(s) is 
nonnegative and so is A~-~(s). Also ( I -  A(s))v has as its ith component 1
minus the sum of the components of the ith row of A(s). Hence ([ -- A(s))v 
is nonnegative and consequently so is b(s) An-l(s)v -- b(s) An(s)v. It is also 
true that i~(s, n), ~'(s, n), and bd(s, n) are analytic functions except 
possibly at the exceptional points but are continuous everywhere (unless 
b(s) An-l(s)v ~- 0 which is a trivial case and cannot occur under the assump- 
tions for n >/2). 
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Now so , which is the point at which )~(s) = )h(s) assumes a minimum, 
may be an exceptional point. Nevertheless there is a neighborhood of So, 
excluding s o , within which the Ae, Pl~, and D~ are analytic and for which 
fi, p and rn k are independent of s. Hence the behavior of/z(s, n), t~'(s, n), and 
tx"(s, n) may be obtained at s o by considering their behavior as s approaches s o . 
Rewrite _//~(s) as, 
t ~ r r~"(,)  e~( , )  "-* r~ (,) As(s) = . - ,a - ( , )  t ~7=~ [ n~ + ~_~ D~(s) + ... 
4- (m~ '~ - -  1)n mg~'-(mk-1)(s) D~I_I( ]
4- 
[ 8~"(s) Pk(s) 4- 8~-a(s) D~(s) 4 - ' "  
Z nm lira-1 
/c=~+l 
4- (ink n - -  1) 8~-('~-1)(s) Dg'~-*(,)/t 
n ~ J t 
where yk(s )= Ak(s)/A(s) has absolute value 1 and 8k(s )= Ae(s)/A(s) has 
absolute value less than one, and m = maxl<~< ~ mT~ - -  1. We write A~(s) 
finally as A~(s) = n~A~(s){D~(s) 4- En(s)} where D n involves the 1 ~ k ~< p 
above and E n the p < k ~ ft. Hence, D~(s) converges to 
1 
m! Z rU"( , )  D2( , )  = L,(s) 
k~ 
¢n k -  l=ra 
and E~(s) converges to 0 as n --+ oo. Consequently, for n sufficiently large the 
entries of A'~(s) are essentially the entries of D~(s). But since they must be 
nonnegative and real, D~(s) must be a nonnegative, real, function of n. Also 
D~(s) cannot be zero for any n since if it were then the P 's  and D's would 
be linearly dependent which cannot occur [see Gantmacher (1959), v, 
Section 3]. 
Now the dominant root )t(s) must be the dominant root of at least one of the 
At(s ) for 1 <~ i ~ a and hence ak(s) will have the same absolute value as a(s) 
only if it has the form A(s) exp(j2~rrk/hk) where 0 ~< r~ ~< hl~ - -  1 with r~ 
and h k integers which are independent of s in the analytic deleted neighbor- 
hood of s o (see Gantmacher, 1959, XI I I ,  v, Section 2; Kato 1966, II). Hence 
7~.-~(s) has the form exp(j2rrr~/h~)(n -- m). I f  h = least common multiple 
of the h k , k such that mk - -  1 = m, thenL~(s) is a periodic function ofn with 
period h. Since D~(s) is nonzero for all n and converges to L,~(s), L~(s) must be 
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bounded away from zero. We may conclude finally that for n sufficiently large, 
n'~A~(s) Ll(s ) <~ A~(s) <~ n?t"n"(s) Lz(s) for some nonnegative, nonzero matrices 
Lds) andL#). That isLe(s) andL2(s ) have nonnegative entries with at least one 
entry positive. The point is that A~(s) really does depend on nmA~(s) and not 
on some lower power of n than n% 
Now suppose that the ith component of b, hi, is zero. Then by our earlier 
assumptions about A being reduced, state i must be reachable with respect o 
A and in at most r steps if A is r × r. Thus bA~-lv = bA~(A~-l-Jv) where 
bA t has a positive entry in the ith place for some 1 ~ j ~< r. So 
(n -- 1 -- j)~)~'-~-J(s)(bA 0 L~(s)v <~ bAJ(A ~-~ ~v) 
<~ (n -- 1 -- j)m2t~-~-~(s)(bA~) L2(s)v 
where bAJLa(s)v and bAJL2(s)v are positive. Consequently we may conclude 
finally that there exist constants Al(S), A~(s) > 0 such that, Aa(s)n~hn(s) <~ 
b(s)A'~(s)v <~ A2(s)nmA~(s) for all n. This proves that In A~(s)n~A'~(s) < tz(s, n) < 
in A2(s)n'~A~(s) for all n if s is in the deleted analytic neighborhood of s o . 
Since the above expressions are continuous at s o we may conclude that 
in Al(So)nm)tn(So) < tZ(So , n) ~ In A~(so)nm)~n(So) for all n. 
We now need to determine the behavior of/,'(s, n) and of/z"(s, n). To this 
end we will obtain dAVids and dZA~/ds z from (10). Consider A~(s) as given by 
(10) to be of the form f(n, P1, D1 ,..., Pe, D~) which we will denote by 
f(n, Pk, Dk). Differentiating (10) with respect o s will yield upon inspection: 
dA(s)/ds = nf(n -- 1, A,~'P~ , 1~' Dk) 4-f(n,  P~', D~'), 
and 
d2A(s)/as 2 = n(n -- 1)f(n -- 2, ()t~')2P~, ()tk')2 Dk) 4- nf(n -- 1, ;~;P~, )t{'Dk) 
4- 2nf(n -- 1, A~'Pk', )l~' D j )  4- f (n,  P; , D;). 
In bf(n, Pk , De)v and f(n, P~ , D~) ,-~ nm)tnbL~(s)v. Conse- Now ~(s, n) 
quently, 
tz'(s, n) ~-~ n(hl'(s)/A~(s)) + (b'(s) L~(s)v/b(s) L,(s)v) + (b(s) L,/(s)v/bL,(s)v), 
and 
~"(,, n) ~ n[(A;'(,)l~#)) - (~l'(,)/~(s))~]. (11) 
SinceL~(s) is bounded byLl(s ) andL2(s), 
iz'(s, n) ~ nhl'(S)/)q(s ) + bounded function of s, n. (12) 
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These expressions are valid for s in the deleted neighborhood of s o . Notice 
that the sign of/x'(s, n) will be determined by the sign of Al'(S ) for sufficiently 
large n. 
I f  s o = 0 then Al'(So) is positive and it follows from (6) that 
C exp/Z(So, n) ~< P~* 
since So~'(So, n) -- So(2/z"(So, n))l/2 = 0 and 
exp [r* --  so~' --  So(2~")l/2J ~< exp [/x + (1 - So)/z' - (1 - So)(2/~")1/'2]. 
I f  s o = 1 then Al'(So) is negative and it follows similarly from (6) that 
C exp/~(s o , n) ~ P~*. If 0 < s o < 1 then A'(So) = 0,/z'(So, n) is bounded by a 
constant, and t~"(So, n) increases with (n) l/z, so in this case: 
exp n[ln A(So) + m(ln n/n) + (In A1/n ) -- (C~/nl/2)] ~ P~*. 
The final possibility is for 0 < s o < 1 with h'(So) failing to exist. For 
n/> 2,/~"(s, n) must be greater than zero for all s, n. Hence/x'(s, n) is a strictly 
increasing function of s and, for n sufficiently large, has the same sign as 
h'(s) for s in the deleted analytic neighborhood ofSo • Also A'(s) is a continuous 
function of s in this neighborhood. Select So- and So+ so that s o- < s o < s +, 
A'(so-) is negative, and h'(So+ ) is positive. Such an s o- and so+ exist since s o 
minimizes h(So) and they may be taken arbitrarily close to each other. For n 
sufficiently large (this being determined by So-, So+ ) it follows that/x'(s0- , n) 
will be negative while/z'(So +, n) will be positive. Consequently/~'(s, n) must 
equal zero for some s, say sn, between so- and So+. This s~ is unique and 
minimizes/z(s, n). Consequently, the distance between s~ and s o may be made 
arbitrarily small by taking n sufficiently large. In other words s~ converges to 
So as n -+ or. So/~(s~, n) converges to/X(So, n). We may conclude from (6) 
that 
exp n[ln A(So) @ m(ln n/n) + A1/n -- (Ct/nl/Z)] 
P~* ~< exp n[in A(So) + m(ln n/n) + In A2/n ]
for all n and some constants A 1 , A2 > 0, C 1 /> 0. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Suppose that in the deleted neighborhood of s o , A(s), the dominant eigen- 
value of A(s), is a root of at least one of the Ai(s), 1 <~ i ~ t but of none of the 
A,(s), t < i ~< A. Then m of Theorem 1 is o for that A(s). This is because we 
can represent A(s) in the form (ol ~2) where Q1 and ~)2 are square matrices, 
Q1 has an eigenvalue A(s), and ~)2 does not. By Lemma 4 of Gantmacher (1959, 
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vol. I I ,  p. 85) we conclude that the elementary divisors of d corresponding to 
,X(s) are the same as those of Q1. But each Ai(s), 1 <~ i <~ t with A(s) as its 
dominant root is irreducible so that it is simple. Hence, since the elementary 
divisors of Q1 corresponding to ;~(s) are those of the di(s) with ;~(s) as root, the 
elementary divisors of A(s) corresponding to ;~(s) are of the first degree. 
Consequently )t(s) occurs to the first degree only in the minimal polynomial of 
A(s). So m = 0. We may make the following conclusions. 
COROLLARY 1. For each A(s), with dominant root A(s), suppose h(s) is a root 
only of some Ai(s) for 1 ~ i ~ t and not of Ai(s) for t < i ~ A. Then, m = 0 in 
Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. If all A(s), with dominant root h(s), are irreducible then 
m = 0 in Theorem I since its dominant root is simple. 
LEMMA. --X lg X - -  (1 - -  X) lg(1 - -  X) ~ --2X lg X for 0 <~ x 
1/2(1 - -  (1 - -  4/exp 2) 1/2) ---- x o . 
Proof, Let f~(x) = x lgx ,  f2(x) = (1 - -  x) lg(1 - -  x). 
We must show that fl(x) ~ f2(x) for 0 ~ x ~ x o 
A(o)  = A(o)  = o. 
f2'(x) = - - lg  e - -  lg(1 - -  x), f1'($ ) = lg e -k lg x 
f~'(x) --.fl'(x) = lg[(1/exp 2) x(1 - -  x)] 
which is nonnegative for (exp 2) x(1 - -  x) ~< 1 or for - -x  z + x ~ exp - -  2. But 
this is satisfied for x ~ x o . 
THEOREM 2. exp n[ln A(s0) @ m(ln n/n) @ In B1/n -- D1/nl/2] 
E[H/O(~)] <~ B2n~+lh"(So). 
Proof. By Theorem 1 of Chu and Chueh (1966), 
2 in 2P~* ~< g[H(O/~n) ]. (13) 
By the lemma on page 35 of Feinstein (1958), 
E[H(O/~)] <~ --P~* lg P f f  - -  (1 - -  P~*) lg(1 - -  P~*) q- P~* lg(m - -  1). 
By the above lemma, 
E[H(O/~n)] <~ --2P~* lg P~* -t- P~* lg(m - -  1) for n sufficiently large. (14) 
The  result then follows directly from (13), (14), and Theorem 1. Note that 
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under the conditions of Corollaries 1 and 2 we may replace m by zero in 
Theorem 2. 
Suppose that A~(s) has A(s) as a root and P~ has a zero entry iff the corre- 
sponding entry of P1~ is zero (i.e., P3 and Ph have the same support). Then 
A(0) and A(1) must be one since all the row sums of at least one of the Ai(s ) for 
I ~ i ~ t will be one for s ~ 0 and s = 1. In this case s o must lie strictly 
between 0 and 1. I f  A'(s0) exists it must be zero. I f  Pj or Pn has a zero entry 
and the other does not in the corresponding place then A(0) or A(1) or both 
are less than 1. Now consider the case of independent X~ given O so that Pj 
has identical rows and Pt~ has identical rows implying that the rows of A(s) are 
identical. Thus, the largest eigenvalue of A(s) is simple and given by 
~x~ PJ(X~ -s) Ph(Xls) • I f  Pj and Ph have the same support hen s o is strictly 
between 0 and 1. As pointed out in Hellman and Raviv (1970), only if 
0 < s o < 1 can E[H(O/~)] be shown to be bounded above by KAn(So). The 
problem is that, while E[H(O/~)] is at most K(so) A~(so), the lemma on which 
this result depends is not valid for s o = 0 or 1 so that K(s) need not be bounded 
as s --~ 0 or 1. However, if 0 < s o < 1, then K(so) will serve as the bounding 
constant. 
We may consequently generalize the results of Hellman and Raviv (1970) 
and Renyi (1965, 1966, 1967) to obtain 
THEOREM 3. I f  the Xn are independent then 
exp n[in A(so) + In Rt/n -- Ex/nl/~] ~ P~* <~ P~ <~ R2h~(So) 
and 
exp n[ln h(so) + in Rein -- E~/n 1/2] ~ E[H(O/~) ~ R~nAn(So). 
I f  P~ and PI~ have the same support for all Ajh(s) whose dominant root is A(s) 
then we may upper bound E[H(O/(,)] by R4A~(s0) (see Hellman and Raviv, 
1970, p. 371). 
In conclusion we point out that the asymptotic rate at which these bounds 
go to zero cannot be improved upon. That is, in the upper bound AnmA~(so), 
A(s0) cannot be replaced by a smaller number. It also seems likely that these 
methods can be extended to the case of an inhomogeneous Markov chain. 
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